OUR VISION FOR CHANGE
This App Saves Lives ("TASL") is a mobile app that rewards drivers who choose not to engage in phone-based
distracted driving.
Distracted driving causes 2 million accidents, 500,000 injuries, and 4,000 deaths annually. That’s 10 deaths per
day. And as far as we’re concerned, that’s 10 deaths too many.
With TASL, drivers earn rewards points for time spent driving undistracted and these points are redeemable for
amazing rewards from our nationwide community of merchant partners.

TACKLING A GROWING ISSUE
TASL addresses road safety head on by calling attention to an

increasingly pervasive problem: phone-based distracted driving. A
recent collision report released by Zendrive reveals that nearly 1 in
every 5 crashes can directly be attributed to phone-related
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distractions.

57% of all accidents
involve cell phone use

ADDRESSING ROAD SAFETY HEAD ON
By employing rewards and gamification, TASL replaces the dangerous behavior of distracted driving
with a far more rewarding and enjoyable one. In doing so, TASL disincentivizes drivers from using
their phones and in turn, encourages a far safer environment for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians.

Reach out to us today to learn more!
team@thisappsaveslives.com • 215-867-9785 • www.thisappsaveslives.com

REACHING AN AT-RISK DEMOGRAPHIC
The NHTSA reports that 1 in every 3 fatal accident involves a distracted driver who is between the ages of
15-29 and in this same age group, 45% of fatal accidents involved cellphone use. With a national reach,
TASL raises awareness amongst this at-risk age population by partnering with schools, insurance companies,
reputable brands, nonprofits, and other mission-aligned organizations to make a serious impact.

Drivers of ages 15-29 represent a

TASL is used by
drivers nationwide

disproportionate percentage of
fatalities from distracted driving

HOW TASL WORKS
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In doing so, TASL replaces
a dangerous behavior with
a far more rewarding and
addictive one
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The app runs in the
background, so there's no
need to remember to load
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TASL automatically rewards
drivers 1 point for every
minute driven undistracted

the app before each ride

Reach out to us today to learn more!
team@thisappsaveslives.com • 215-867-9785 • www.thisappsaveslives.com

TASL’S IMPACT ON DRIVING BEHAVIOR
40

In a sample taken of drivers who have used
TASL for more than 6 months and drive at least
once a week, TASL results in a 14% decrease in
their average distraction rate.
Drivers who continue to use TASL over an
extended period of time begin to use their
phones less while driving

On average, at three months on TASL, drivers
have a distraction rate of 35%, This rate
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Reach out to us today to learn more!
team@thisappsaveslives.com • 215-867-9785 • www.thisappsaveslives.com

HEAR FROM OUR SAFE DRIVERS
“I’ve always been a driver that didn’t allow the task

As a father to 3 kids, my wife and I are constantly on

of driving to be an inconvenience to my day to day,

the go for sports, school, birthday parties you name it.

so answering calls and texts on the road was

Being able to compare driving stats with one another,

normal for me, but after I joined TASL I found

we’ve been able to make a friendly competition

myself changing my bad habits right away. The

among our family and friends! The best prize of all

first week I was driving at a 50% distraction rate,

has been the continued safety out on the roads for

and by the end of the month I was driving

my family and our friends & family.”

distracted less than 10% of the time.”

▬ Dustin G.

▬ Brandon B.
“I can be a great example for my nieces and

“I love TASL because it is a new and cool way for

nephews that being safe and making good choices

many people around my age group to learn the

has positive rewards (and they feel loved knowing I

importance of not texting and driving. Plus, it comes

work to keep them safe when they are in the car

with tons of benefits.“

with me).”

▬ Meyka L.

▬ Danielle E.
“When I joined TASL, I became more aware of the

”TASL means living. It means saving a life. It means

amount of time I was driving while distracted, and

caring about other humans. My father was killed by

Seeing the results each week has made me think

an 18-wheeler who got distracted by his phone and

more about my driving behavior and without a

wasn’t paying attention to the road. A text or phone

doubt this APP has changed the way I drive, and I

call he could have waited on, and I could still have

strongly encourage everyone to use this app.”

my father today.”

▬ Joe W.

▬ Dammie M.

OUR STORY
We're entrepreneurs and creators at heart and when we
see a problem of this growing magnitude, we're naturally
inclined to do something about it.
In fact, one of the many reasons why we founded TASL
was because our Founder was nearly killed by a distracted

RYAN FRANKEL, CEO & FOUNDER

driver. As an avid cyclist and triathlete, Ryan was cycling
when a distracted driver ran a red light. Ryan swerved to

Serial entrepreneur. 2x Techstars CEO.

avoid a direct collision and ended up with multiple

Wharton MBA and Goldman Sachs

fractures from his impact with the ground while the driver

alumnus. Ironman triathlete. Proud Dad.

drove off, probably not even knowing what had transpired.

Reach out to us today to learn more!
team@thisappsaveslives.com • 215-867-9785 • www.thisappsaveslives.com

LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO SAVE LIVES!
Join TASL in our mission to promote the safety and wellbeing of communities across the U.S.
Email us at team@thisappsaveslives.com to inquire about partnership opportunities
Website: www.thisappsaveslives.com
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